October 5, 2017
Scrap Policy Update
Dear Valued Customer,
The scrap return models we provide to the marketplace are important to both Chase Brass and our customers to
ensure we produce globally competitive products. To answer some common questions regarding our return policy, we
have provided some details below clarifying the parameters of our scrap return programs.
1. Each scrap return customer must have an authorized return percentage based on an analysis of specific brass
parts produced from Chase Brass rod products. Sample parts may be required to validate a requested return
percentage.
2. Chase Brass will continue to utilize a one month and three month shipment and scrap return report to approve
scrap returns for customers utilizing a scrap return program. This report will be available on our website at under the
customer login page.
3. Scrap that is generated from the machining of brass rod from other sources, including other mills, importers,
distributors, etc. will not be accepted at scrap return program prices. Customers must request a free-market price to
return scrap not approved for our scrap return programs. A free-market quote and PO can be provided upon customer
request at the mill’s discretion.
4. Other forms of acceptable scrap such as 70/30, Copper Clips, No. 1 Copper, etc. may be quoted at free market
prices and returned with the mill’s authorization. These forms of scrap that are generated from products not produced
by Chase Brass cannot be returned under the authorized scrap return program. If these products are returned without
prior mill authorization, they will be priced based on current free market values at time of receipt based on the mill’s
discretion.
5. All scrap returned to Chase Brass must meet approved specifications and be free of contamination, or the load is
subject to rejection at the owner’s expense. The specifications can be provided upon request from the scrap
department.
6. All scrap returned in boxes/barrels/containers, must be clearly marked with Alloy/PO Number/Customer
Name/Gross Tare/Net Weight to avoid the risk of rejection. A minimum $50.00 fee will be applied to improperly
tagged containers.
7. Loose chips returned in boxes/barrels are subject to a $.03 per pound processing fee.
8. It is critical that Green Dot / ECO BRASS Scrap is segregated from leaded and low leaded scrap. All scrap
must be clearly marked including the alloy being returned. Less than 200 pounds of leaded brass scrap can
contaminate an entire load of Green Dot / ECO BRASS scrap. Please contact your sales representative if you
have any questions. Contaminated loads will be rejected at the owner’s expense.
9. Scrap Deliveries: FOB Chase Brass and Copper Company, LLC, 14212 Selwyn Drive, Montpelier, Ohio 43543. If
there is a discrepancy in scrap weights, the Buyer’s weight (Chase Brass) will govern. Settlement weight will be less
“oil and moisture.”
We appreciate your business, and please do not hesitate to contact your regional sales manager with any questions
you may have regarding our scrap return program.
Best regards,

Thomas Christie
Vice President – Sales & Marketing

